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	We live in a big world. Most of the people who share space on this planet live in countries that are less developed than the United States or such other big industrialized nations as Australia, Canada, England, France, and Japan. Instead, they live in Brazil, China, India, Russia, or any of the other nations that are manufacturing goods, developing new technologies, exporting oil, and otherwise growing their economies at a faster pace than can countries with established economies.


	 


	The potential growth in emerging markets is exciting, and investors have many ways to tap into that growth. You can invest in stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and exchange-traded funds. You can buy real estate or exchange cash. Or maybe you want to stay with a home-country investment that gets most of its growth from emerging markets, which is the situation with many of the world’s major multinational corporations.


	 


	Emerging Markets For Dummies tells you what you need to know to make smart investments in emerging markets. I start out with facts on why and how investing works in less-developed countries with growing economies. I tell you how to do research so you can determine whether an investment is a good one for you, with pointers on where to go for more information than I can possibly include in this book. I explain the possibilities and pitfalls that investors face in emerging markets, whose laws and customs may be very different from the laws that you’re used to. And I lay out the different types of investments that you can use to put your plan into action. I also include some information on how to find banks, mutual funds, and other institutions to help you with your decisions.


	 


	This book is designed to get you started in the world of emerging-market investments. You may want more information on different types of investments and investment techniques, or you may want to research a particular investment or market in greater depth than I cover here. That’s fine. I include plenty of references in the book to help you figure out where to go next.
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Explorer's Guide to the Semantic WebManning Publications, 2004
Written for developers and programmers, this guide acquaints users with the basic technologies and their interrelations that will be instrumental in the development of the Semantic Web. Key technology areas are covered, such as knowledge modeling (RDF, Topic Maps), agents (DAML, FIPA), and Trust and Authentication. This broad introduction...
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CD and DVD ForensicsSyngress Publishing, 2007
CD and DVD Forensics will take the reader through all facets of handling, examining, and processing CD and DVD evidence for computer forensics. At a time where data forensics is becoming a major part of law enforcement and prosecution in the public sector, and corporate and system security in the private sector, the interest in this subject has...
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Questions and Answers for Physicians: A Medieval Arabic Study Manual by Abd Al-Aziz Al-Sulami (Sir Henry Wellcome Asian Series)Brill Academic Publishers, 2004

	This book consists of a collage of images that attempts to convey the transformation of consumer culture and how it is related to the urban reshaping of the city of Cairo to meet with the demands of globalisation. Analyzing the shift from socialist economy to the opening up of Egypt's economy, and how this has affected everyday life of...
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ActionScript: Your visual blueprint for creating interactive projects in Flash CS4 ProfessionalVisual, 2009
Visual learners can get up and running quickly on ActionScript programming skills for Flash CS4

If you're a programmer who learns best when you see how something is done, this book will have you up and running with ActionScipt in no time. Step-by-step, two-page lessons show you the core programming foundations you must master to...
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Mastering Numerical Computing with NumPy: Master scientific computing and perform complex operations with easePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Enhance the power of NumPy and start boosting your scientific computing capabilities

	
		Key Features

		
			Grasp all aspects of numerical computing and understand NumPy
	
			Explore examples to learn exploratory data analysis (EDA), regression, and clustering
	
			Access...
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Unreal Tournament Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2006
This book centers on programming.All of the program examples involve the actions within a map (or level), so you can readily expand on the programs you create during the course of this book to modify the game. This book focuses on the creation of programs using UnrealScript. The programs are often made fairly long and involved so that you have a...
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